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Sierra Leone Field Trip

We are on our way to the Chimpanzee Sanctuary, we have with us, some of the students from Annie Walsh

Memorial School. It will take about half an hour to get to the Chimpanzee Sanctuary. When we got to the

Sanctuary, Billy tripped down the steps and we had to rush him to the nearest hostpital. When we got to the

Sanctuary, Luis knocked over a big barrel of Noun . Jonathan tripped over the spilt Noun and

Jordan was starting to Noun . With only 12 students left, we got to the oldest Chimp, Jake, he

Noun all over Ryan. While we tried to get Ryan to stop Noun , Austin was sneaking by with the

Chimp, Dan, from the next Sanctuary, trying to sneak him on to the bus. Kamal was laughing so hard, he fell

into the big pile of Noun . Afterwards, while we tried to get Kamal to stop crying, Isabelle was also

starting to cry. Next we decided to call the 5 kids'; parents to come and pick them up. Now with only 7 students

left, we decided to go onto the other Chimp's Enclosure. The Chimp who's name was Jean, Jean was now

pregnant and was due in the next few days. She soon found Kaylee, who is a animal Noun was

Noun Jean while she was Noun on a tree that she usually Noun on. Jean got down from

her tree and lied down on her side on the ground. Kaylee sat down with Jean and soon enough, Jean was actually

giving birth with the help of Kaylee. After the baby Chimp was born. We went on to the last Chimp who's name

was Josie, and she had disappeared. Everyone went on a Noun to look for Josie, and after Noun

hours of searching for her, they found her in Noun a coconut in hand at the Hard Rock Cafe. When we

took Josie back to the Sanctuary, it was time to go back to the school. Everyone agreed that they had a

Noun day at the Noun and wanted to visit again sometime to visit the new Chimp.
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